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SUSTAINABILITY
THROUGH PUBLIC
PARTNERSHIPS,
EDUCATION &
OUTREACH

Partner with UCSC on 25
Sustainability & Alternative
Energy Research Projects

The City and University
of California Santa
Cruz (UCSC) have
collaborated to develop a
“Coastal Energy Research
Facility” located on the
Municipal Wharf. The
research facility focuses on
mechanisms to scale up
coastal energy generation
to provide significant power
for municipal uses (50kW
to 1MW). By partnering
with researchers at UCSC
and providing access to the
Wharf and other ocean
structures, the City hopes
to develop a new research
and development model
focused on integrative
approaches to harnessing
distributed renewable
energy resources in
environmentally sensitive
ways for local use.

Partner with UCSC and other
stakeholders to implement
pilot projects that support
development of emerging
alternative energy technologies.
GHG = 100 tons reduced

Coastal Energy Research Facility
The Facility is a pilot study in which
student and faculty researchers and the
City are monitoring environmental
parameters and evaluating renewable
energy technologies like solar and
wind energy at the Wharf. The 1 kW
vertical axis wind turbine is the first
permitted by the Coastal Commission
off the California coast.
While many large scale systems
are in development around the world
that take advantage of optimal wind
and wave resources, little research has
been done to look at cost-competitive
renewable energy generation
options for coastal communities
with suboptimal geography and
marine topography. The Santa Cruz
Municipal Wharf provides a valuable
coastal energy research opportunity
with accessible working space a
half-mile out into the Monterey
Bay. Many research projects can
be accommodated on the current
structure and permitting for other
modifications should be less complex
than for constructing a new offshore
structure.

The wharf provides public
education opportunities regarding
the current state-of-the-art renewable
energy research being conducted
by UCSC. Energy generated by the
testbed currently is used to power
batteries for the Wharf’s electric
maintenance vehicles and power tools.

Green Wharf
The City of Santa Cruz and UCSC
formed the “Green Wharf” program
which is aimed at increasing
sustainability awareness and reducing
the greenhouse gas emissions at the

WHAT WE’RE DOING
Finding funding to support
the development of the Coastal
Energy Research Facility at the
Municipal Wharf and other
locations.
Initiating discussions with
researchers to define new
collaborative opportunities.
Working to support
investment in new energy
technology businesses.
Integrating research faculty
needs into Wharf Master
Planning process.

GET INVOLVED
DETAILS

n

Visit greenwharf.org
for more details on the
Coastal EcoTour and
the energy generated
by the CERF testbed.

n

Propose a project and
become a mentor for
the IDEASS internship
program.

n

Visit the Wharf during
its Centennial Year to
see the sustainability
in action through UCSC
projects and special
educational and fun
events happening
throughout the year.
santacruzwharf.com

PRIMARY LEADS:
Climate Action,
City Parks and Recreation,
UCSC Sustainability
Office, and Sustainable
Engineering and Ecological
Design group
INITIAL COST:
Low $20,000 (Requires
reallocation of current staff)
GHG REDUCTION:
10-100 Metric Tons CO2e

CONTACT

STATUS:
n

City is extending IDEASS
Bike Transit partnership
project for 2013-2014
academic year

n

GreenWharf initiative
continues to operate
with no observed adverse
impacts on wildlife

Santa Cruz Municipal Wharf. The
projects include a study of perceptions
on renewable energy at the Wharf,
support for businesses to take advantage
of rebate programs that help improve
energy efficiency, development of a
coastal EcoTour mobile app with stops
at the Wharf, retrofit of street and
pedestrian lighting to LED technology,
installation of a free electric vehicle
charging station, and pilot testing
renewable energy alternatives at the
Wharf. The data collected through
these projects are publicly available
at Greenwharf.org. Media attention
on the “Green Wharf” helps promote
sustainability activities, with the CityUCSC partnership being awarded the
2013 United Way Community Hero
Award for the Natural Environment.
The “Green Wharf” provides critical
training for environmental studies and
engineering graduates, and supports
the City of Santa Cruz’s broader goal of
reducing greenhouse gas emissions 30%
from a 2005 baseline.

mentors to complete community
service projects. Past and ongoing
projects with the City include the study
of bike transit corridors, evaluating
trash to energy technologies for the
Wharf, launch of a coastal EcoTour
and installation of an electric vehicle
charging station at the Wharf.
Further, IDEASS helps develop
initiatives between the City, the
County and the University to help
them reach our combined climate
change and sustainability goals while
supporting the advancement and
retention of undergraduates.

IDEASS Internship
Program
The “Impact
Designs: Engineering and Sustainability
through Student Service” (IDEASS)
program supports student-led, staff and
faculty-supported initiatives bringing
projects from conceptualization to
implementation. IDEASS exposes
undergraduates to the challenges of
designing solutions for real world
problems and provides powerful service
learning opportunities.
In addition to sustainability
coursework, IDEASS student interns
work over the course of one academic
year with community leaders as
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